of Canterbury (990 -994 and 995 -1005, respectively), to Wulfsige, bishop of Sherborne (ca. 993 -1002). In fact, the second item in the manuscript is a letter from the archbishop of Canterbury to Wulfsige, beginning in carefully formed rustic capitals with the greeting: "dei gratia archi episcopus fideli amico vvlfsino aepiscopo" [By the grace of God, the archbishop to his faithful friend Bishop Wulfsige]. 16 This line will haunt this study and, I hope, continually remind us of the very fraught conceptions of friendship at play here. In other words, the address of the "fideli amico" [faithful friend], commonly used by bishops and elite Anglo-Saxons, was more formulaic -even, perhaps, political -than reflective of any individualized, personal friendship. The phrase "fideli amico" shows up in a wide range of texts, including the salutatory lines of other letters between bishops, and several charters as well. 17 To say that the archbishop of Canterbury and Bishop Wulfsige were friends (and to speak of the specific nature of their friendship) would therefore require a much closer examination of their lives and the particular meaning of amicitia in this context. To what degree does the phrase actually signify a close, strong, or faithful relationship? Or, rather, does its repeated and formulaic usage condition it as an expression applied equally among all bishops? Indeed, the entire letter at the opening of the Sherborne Pontifical paraphrases an earlier letter written by Abbot AElfweard of Glastonbury to Sigeric upon the latter's ascension to archbishop of Canterbury. 18 And, significantly, AElfweard adapted his letter from letters written by Alcuin of York (735 -805) that describe how an archbishop ought to behave, copying even the first line: "Amico antiquo novus non est similis" [a new friend is not the same as an old friend]. 19 This line, however, is left out of the letter to Wulfsige in the Sherborne Pontifical, suggesting that the friendship here is not old enough to warrant the repetition of Alcuin's expression. Ultimately, this epistolary and conventional display of friendship establishes the manuscript itself, the Sherborne Pontifical, as a gift to Wulfsige, the faithful friend.
Turning from these opening folia of the Sherborne Pontifical to the very end of the codex, one immediately notices that the final quire (fols. 163 -70) measures 25 mm. shorter from the bottom than the rest of the Pontifical. Although it was attached to the Pontificial while still in Sherborne, the quire itself functions as an independent unit. In addition to the Rules of Confraternity (fol. 163v), this final quire contains six other items: a copy of the twenty-ninth chapter of Augustine's Enchiridion ad Laurentium sive de fide, spe et caritate, describing the time between death and God's judgment (fol. 163r); an Old English homily for the dedication of a church (fols. 164r -70r); 20 a Latin formula letter for announcing the death of a monk (fol. 170r); and a letter from AEthelric, bishop of Sherborne (1002 -9), that begins, "AEþelric bisceop gret AEþelmaer freondlice" [AEthelric, bishop, greets AEthelmaer as a friend] (fol. 170v). 21 The term freondlice here evokes an address all too similar to the fideli amico found in the letter to Wulfisge at the very beginning of the Sherborne Pontifical. The Rules of Confraternity is thus codicologically bookended by these two examples of formulaic, epistolary friendship. At the same time, the Rules of Confraternity is immediately bound up by this relevant chapter from Augustine's Enchiridion on the preceding folio, which reminds the reader that "neque negandum est defunctorum animas pietate suorum uiuentium releuari" [there is no denying that the souls of the dead are benefited by the piety of their living companions]. 22 In total, seven different eleventh-century scribes have left their mark in the final quire of the Sherborne Pontifical. As we will see, it is of tremendous importance that the Sherborne Rules of Confraternity itself was written in two different hands. Based on the ink and script, the second scribe on folio 163v is responsible for the text of the Rules after "aet godes dome"; the Latin incipits at the bottom of the page; the superscription in line six of the letter eth (ð) after the word "gesinge," changing the verb from the subjunctive to the indicative; and lastly the interlinear additions above lines seven and nine of the phrases "butan he furþor wylle" and "for þa saule" (see fig. 2 ).
The second scribe's emendations, particularly the addition of the phrase "butan he furþor wylle" [unless he wishes to (sing) more], subtly rethink the formation of community in a manner appropriate for a document written into the back of a pontifical, which would have resided at the church altar. Furthermore, the multiplicity of hands in the last quire of the Sherborne Pontifical suggests that this particular quire was subject to much consideration and use. And the active emendation of the Sherborne Rules implies that the text was not simply written and then ignored, but instead was affected by and had an effect on its own particular monastic environment.
Both the Sherborne and the New Minster Rules of Confraternity open with an abstract description of the agreement, emphasizing the unanimity of the monastic communities. The rules then dictate how each bishop must sing a mass when "death happens" to one of them ("þonne hwylcum bisceope forðsið gebyrige" in the Sherborne version) and how the brothers must care for the needy in remembrance of the dead. The two versions of the Rules conclude by returning to a bond with God, who will authorize the confraternity and protect its members. However, the text following the phrase "God hyt him geleanige swa Him leofost sy. Amen" [may God reward him as may be most pleasing to Him. Amen], in the middle of the Sherborne version, does not continue in the New Minster version, which cuts off here despite the availability of two additional blank pages immediately following. The absence of a continuation of the text in the New Minster manuscript suggests that the Sherborne version was copied after or likely even from the New Minster Rules. Without a break in the manuscript text, the Sherborne version continues on, and the bishops "gretað" [greet] the abbots and abbesses, encouraging them to pray for and remember their monks (and the bishops themselves), should any of them pass away. In his Handlist of Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts, Helmut Gneuss records that this second part of the Sherborne Rules (which is not present in the New Minster version) served as a formula letter for announcing the death of a monk. 23 While the phrasing and theme is, for example, similar to the formula letter that AElfric encouraged the monks of Eynsham to send around to neighboring monasteries, making known the date of a monk's burial and requesting intercessions, this section of the Sherborne Rules serves a larger purpose by announcing not so much the death of a monk, but the establishment of the preceding agreement along with the principles of reciprocity that motivate the arrangement. 24 This second section, unique to the Sherborne Rules, thereby strengthens the guidelines set out in the first section. The Sherborne Rules further extends and augments the New Minster Rules near the bottom of the folio, where on the left margin a capital "A" topped with a macron (signifying Antiphona) marks the most significant addendum (see fig. 2 ). Here begin liturgical incipits. Because the scribal hand remains the same for the end of the Sherborne Rules and the incipits, and because this hand occurs nowhere else, the Sherborne Rules and the incipits were clearly written together and in all probability function together as well. Based on the simple appearance and organization of text on what was previously a blank scrap page, it appears that the Sherborne Rules and its incipits were conceived of as a single unit. Even when the second scribe takes over from the first (at the phrase "aet godes dome"), he carefully makes his script as consistent with his predecessor's as possible, writing in a small, cramped, and contrived style at first and then opening up to his more natural, thicker, rounder style for the rest. The incipits are seamlessly integrated into this unified mise-en-page and, yet, despite their critical relationship to the Rules of Confraternity, these incipits have been excluded from all three modern editions of the Sherborne Rules. 25 In addition to providing at the end of this article a new edition of the Sherborne Rules that includes the incipits, I will show how the liturgy evinced by these particular incipits might have functioned as a tool for establishing the confraternity itself and, at the same time, for instituting a notion of friendship that hesitatingly breaks with the preexisting historicaltheological institutions of caritas and amicitia.
Monastic friendship
It is important to mention at the start that several recent studies of gender and sexuality in Anglo-Saxon monasticism have shed much light on the intricacies and complexities of friendship, particularly on same-sex friendship. 26 In this section, I will broadly sketch a history of monastic friendship leading up to and shaping the particular scene in which the Rules of Confraternity is situated, adding but one other dimension to the invaluable work that has already been done.
The conceptualization of amicitia and friendship in early English monasticism of the Benedictine variety was, from a distance, influenced by John Cassian (ca. 360 -ca. 435) and his two major writings, the Institutes and Conferences. 27 We know that St. Benedict read and generally approved of Cassian's thoughts because, in chapter 42 of his Rule, Benedict urges his monks to read the Conferences in silence. 28 While it is quite unlikely that Cassian would have been read in the reformed Benedictine monasteries of England, his influence on Benedict and his Rule is undeniable. 29 Accord-ing to Brian Patrick McGuire, Cassian understood friendship to assume "a well-ordered monastic role." 30 But, in fact, Cassian shows an acute awareness of the multiplicity of forms that friendship can take, with friendships between virtuous men (a closely Ciceronian notion) upheld as the highest, and relationships based on worldly substances and goals reduced to the lowest. 31 Above all, his famous sixteenth conference on friendship articulates the importance of uniform friendship among all members of a monastic house in preventing conflict and anger within the monastery by uniting everyone under the same spiritual roof. Cassian thus leaves little room for personal and individual friendships beyond the universal bonds of brotherhood. In fact, in the Institutes, he is even less accepting of intimate friendships:
Summa namque obseruantia custoditur, ne quisquam cum alio ac praecipue iuniores uel ad punctum temporis pariter substitisse aut uspiam secessisse uel manus suas inuicem tenuisse deprehendantur. 32 [Indeed, the greatest care is to be taken that none of the monks, especially the younger ones, is discovered to have lingered with another even for a moment, or to have withdrawn with another, or to have held hands.]
Cassian goes on to mandate that such behavior must be punished on account of "suspicione coniurationis" [suspicion of conspiracy]: "culpam nisi in unum cunctis fratribus congregatis publica diluerint paenitentia" [they cannot wash away the fault unless by public penance, with all the brothers gathered together into one]. 33 "The danger," notes McGuire, lies not in "holding hands but in hatching plans and schemes when monks go off by themselves and keep exclusive company," which might in turn "harm solidarity" -solidarity, I would add, that even public penance preserves by its application to the entire community "in unum." 34 In order to understand Cassian's position, we must look to the work of St. Basil the Great (329 -79), whose Long and Short Rules formed a foundation on which Cassian and Benedict would later build. In one of his sermons, Basil earnestly warns against the dangers of political and carnal friendships, especially among young men (or between older monks and young boys), for while such friendships often take on the appearance of "spiritual love" [πνευματικῇ ἀγάπῃ], they are more often the work of the enemy, who will throw them into the eternal fire of the vile pit of the five cities ("πενταπολιτῶν μυσαρὸν βάραθρον"). 35 Basil's concern over political, carnal, and youthful friendships in particular is reflected in Cassian and Benedict's charges against conspiring monks. 36 Although Basil allows for some degree of intimacy between two individuals (mature men), Cassian is inclined to prohibit any bond of friendship that is not shared evenly among all the brothers of a monastic house. In order to establish this priority of the community, Cassian employs a verse of the New Testament eminently applicable to the present study; he writes, "in Actibus apostolorum legimus de unitate credentium omni uirtute" [in the Acts of the Apostles we read about the unity of the believers with all their strength], referring to the biblical passage in which the first Christian community is formed as one heart and one soul. 37 A century later, Benedict developed a mode of living that combined coenobitic and eremitic monasticism while retaining their polarity. In doing so, he largely ignored the topic of friendship, while frequently restricting situations liable to breed such bonds. For example, chapter 69 of the Benedictine Rule prohibits monks from defending one another:
Praecavendum est ne quavis occasione praesumat alter alium defendere monachum in monasterio aut quasi tueri, etiam si qualivis consanguinitatis propinquitate iungantur. Nec quolibet modo id a monachis praesumatur, quia exinde gravissima occasio scandalorum oriri potest. Quod si quis haec transgressus fuerit, acrius coerceatur.
[It should be avoided that one monk dares to defend another in the monastery at any time or, as it were, to protect another even if they are joined together by some close kinship. By no means should the monks dare to do this since the gravest occasion for scandal may arise from this. But if any monk should transgress this rule, he should be punished very severely.]
Benedict's serious concern over blood relationships lies beyond the licentiousness implied by Cassian's admonition against holding hands. Kinship -a tie that for the Anglo-Saxons was of utmost importance (indeed, the Old English word freond can sometimes refer to relatives or kin) -must be severed upon entering the monastery, forming the monks into a homogeneous community of spiritual brothers, united under a spiritual father. 38 Hence, Benedict foresees one monk defending his blood-kin or friend (though he avoids this word) as a devastating act against the equilibrium of solitude and community.
Chapter 69 contains the clearest injunction against the formation of friendships, but other chapters exhibit a similar purpose. Chapter 33, for example, forbids the possession of personal property and the giving or receiving of gifts:
Ne quis praesumat aliquid dare aut accipere sine iussione abbatis . . . neque codicem, neque tabulas, neque graphium, sed nihil omnino, quippe quibus nec corpora sua nec voluntates licet habere in propria voluntate.
[Let no one dare to give or accept anything without the command of the abbot . . . neither a book, nor writing tablets, nor an engraving pen, in fact nothing at all since it is not permitted for monks to possess either their bodies or wills in accordance with an individual purpose.]
Here, Benedict equates the possession of one's body and will with the possession of writing tools, for owning anything in private works against the idea of community ("cor unum et anima una") established in Acts 4:32 and embraced by the Benedictine lifestyle. The act of giving the gift of one's writing tool, body, or will would create a dangerous bond between two individuals, disrupting the principle of communal ownership. The rhetoric of this chapter places specific emphasis on the tools of writing; the codex, tabulae, and graphium must always serve a communal purpose and never, we might postulate, be employed toward personal ends. Chapter 54 is even more explicit on the matter, prohibiting the exchange of not only gifts, but also letters between monks. Because the exchange of gifts, according to Cassian, is one of the three conditions for false friendships, the prohibition of gift-giving in two chapters of the Benedictine Rule must function simultaneously to prevent such friendships. 39 Moreover, as an extension of the body and the will and as a means to bond two bodies and two wills, writing and sharing unofficial letters between friends would have jeopardized the community. This threat arises from the secrecy that might be engendered by a friendship. Entrusting a secret to a friend instead of the abbot, for example, directly violates one of Basil's rules: Every monk "μηδὲν μὲν ψυχῆς κίνημα ἀπόκρυψον φυλάσσειν πυρ᾽ έαυτῷ" [ought not conceal within himself any movement of his soul], but must lay before his superior "τοῦ πάντα καὶ τὰ κρυπτὰ τῆς καρδὶας" [all matters, even the secrets of the heart]. 40 If all the brothers must become "one heart and one soul" in the Rules of Confraternity, then every secret of the heart and the soul must be shared throughout the community. The Benedictine Rule (chap. 33) counteracts the threat of per-sonal property (of writing tools, secrets, wills, and bodies) by citing the scene in Acts where the phrase "cor unum et anima una" first appears: "omniaque omnium sint communia, ut scriptum est, ne quisquam suum aliquid dicat vel praesumat" [everything should be common to everyone, as it has been written, and let no one call or presume anything as his own]. Within the walls of the monastery, possessions are all held in communa; a monk cannot therefore have a friendship that is not shared by everyone. 41 To secure the community further, Benedict insists that it be isolated from the outside world and, accordingly, discourages bonds between monasteries, for such bonds would disturb the unity of each monastery. 42 Travel between houses would also expose monks to risky temptations. This is not to say that travel -especially by bishops, who frequently ventured to Rome, for instance -did not take place. But, rather, when interaction and travel from the monastery grounds were necessary, the greatest care was to be taken by those involved. In chapter 67 of Benedict's Rule, the whole monastery must offer intercessions for the traveling brother. That brother is also prohibited from relating anything from outside to anyone inside the monastery. Chapter 66 requires that the monastery contain all necessities so that no one might have an excuse to roam outside. And chapter 61 allows an abbot to take in a monk (with restrictions) from an unknown monastery, but not from a known monastery.
Although monasteries sometimes followed customs in addition to the Benedictine Rule, monastic reform in the late tenth century placed the Benedictine Rule and the Regularis Concordia at the center of insular monastic life. Therefore, the Rules of Confraternity must, in effect, amend these two sets of monastic codes. More importantly, the Rules of Confraternity shows an awareness for this type of task: "Se þe þas geraednesse mid gode geyce, God hyt him geleanige swa Him leofost sy. Amen" [He who adds to this agreement with good, may God reward him as may be most pleasing to Him. Amen] (Sherborne Rules). Adding on is precisely what the second Sherborne scribe does by emending and augmenting the Rules of Confraternity. But, notably, no other passage in the entire Old English corpus resembles this one. In fact, the request here actually reads like a reversal of the sanction clauses found in numerous Anglo-Saxon charters, which prohibit any modification to the agreements. 43 Indeed, this passage in the Rules of Confraternity is even more remarkable when compared to the powerful statement at the close of the Book of Revelation (22:18): "Si quis adposuerit ad haec adponet Deus super illum plagas scriptas in libro isto" [If any man shall add to these things, God shall add unto him the plagues written in this book]. Although the context is different, any member of the confraternity would have been immediately reminded of these final lines of the New Testament. Yet following the command "mid gode geyce," the second Sherborne scribe, whether acting on his own initiative or following orders, added several critical emendations to the first part of the Rules, inscribed ten and a half additional lines, and finally included the liturgical incipits at the bottom of the page. The Rules of Confraternity thus forces the Benedictine Rule to change not only by adding another regulatory element to monastic custom, but by opening up its own contribution to future modifications.
The figure of the friend
The Rules of Confraternity idealistically affirms a oneness, which levels the self and unifies the monastic community, submitting the individual will into total obedience. By using symbolic phrases like "cor unum et anima una," the rules appeal to this accepted order of unity, the authority of which would be undermined by the presence of two friends. Where then can friendship be located within this new notion of confraternity in Anglo-Saxon England? I will not attempt to prove or even suggest that two brothers never became friends, for secretive friendships -that is, friendships that managed to develop and exist against the conventions of the abbey and therefore went unrecorded -could certainly have been the strongest. I would like to propose, however, that the entirety of the New Minster Rules and the first part of the Sherborne Rules ostensibly uphold this "one-heart-and-one-soul" monastic ideology, which regulates the subject by preventing him or her from freely interacting with others and thus precludes friendship between monastic individuals. Later, in the alterations and additions to the Sherborne Rules carried out by the second Sherborne scribe, the confraternity comes to represent an institutional bond of friendship between two monasteries in a way that affects each monk individually as a living friend who has the capacity to remember a dead brother singularly as a friend. In this manner, the Sherborne Rules interrogates and rends the larger order of oneness, and it does so by employing the very language of the law, "swa hym to gebyreð" [as it befits them], the bishops at the synod. Remember, according to the Benedictine Rule, nothing can be written without a communal purpose; the writing tools belong to the community as a whole (chap. 33). The Sherborne scribe might not have written with the intention of subverting this structure of communal unity. However, numerous decisions took place during the establishment of the Rules, from the textual corrections, to the additions, to the emenda-tions, and finally to the creation of the liturgical incipits at the bottom of the page -not to mention, the actual performance of the liturgy.
These modifying events take place amidst a complex culture of community, which is worth our attention. This culture is born from paradigmatic monastic theology -that the individual must be one with God, and the monastery must function as a single communal entity, which must also be one with God. This paradox, which lies at the heart of the development of coenobitic monasticism, is revealed in the Latin word monasterium -a cognate of the Greek word μόνοϛ (monos), meaning "alone" or "one." Therefore, a monastery must be conjuncted as one, but also be composed of monks who are similarly singular, for the word monk, like the Old English muneca, is derived from the same Greek word. 44 Within this figure of the unified monastic individual, it becomes necessary to distinguish between three personae: the friend, the neighbor, and the brother. Drawing a distinction becomes a question of the "who" and the "what." The brother in a monastic, nonconsanguineous context resembles the neighbor in Leviticus 19:18 ("love thy neighbor as thyself"), for both the neighbor and the brother are positions filled by a transferable and replaceable person. 45 One's relationship to the neighbor does not depend on who the neighbor is, but what the neighbor is. In other words, a monk loves all of his brothers because he is commanded to love his brothers regardless of who they are. The friend, on the contrary, is irreplaceable. One loves a friend because of who the friend is. But no matter who fills the position of the brother or neighbor, that person is always related to the self by virtue of his position as neighbor or brother. More importantly, that relationship is always in terms of a relationship to the third, namely God. 46 The monks (one, μόνοϛ) can only be brothers (two) insofar as they are committed to God (three). To complicate matters, Jerome translates the Hebrew l'rayácha in Leviticus 19:18 as amicum, not proximum or vicinum. 47 The brother, neighbor, and friend are thus conflated, and the friend becomes a mere figure, which (not whom) we must love regardless of who happens to embody it. I will therefore maintain an important distinction between the neighbor, the brother, and the monastic "figure of the friend" on the one hand, and the friend (the irreplaceable who) on the other.
The differences in the language of the New Minster Rules and the Sherborne Rules reveal the conceptual tension between the friend and this "figure of the friend." The New Minster Rules explicitly applies to the death of "hwilcum" [whichever] brother: when the death "gekyþed sy" [is known or proclaimed] it must be followed by the sounding of "ealle bellan" [all the bells]. These tasks call for communal participation in the work of mourn-ing. However, neither of these qualifications is to be found in the Sherborne version, which primarily applies to the death of a bishop, a death that would have been promptly announced throughout the community regardless of the existence of the confraternity. To be sure, both versions of the Rules of Confraternity are episcopal agreements that specifically function within a monastic context and are therefore addressed to the monks, especially in Sherborne, which was already an important monastic see, but also in New Minster, where most of the monks were priests, capable of saying Mass. 48 Not only did most late Anglo-Saxon bishops occupy a position in the central monastery of their see, many bishops -such as Wulfsige of Sherborne and the archbishops of Canterbury from the time of Dunstan (988) to the year 1051 -were monks themselves, and all were imbued with monastic culture. 49 As we have seen, formal friendships of the fideli amico variety would have been acceptable between bishops, always mature men. Here, however, I am interested not so much in the rhetorically postured relationships between bishops as I am in the relationship between monastic institutions and, by extension, the unspoken relationships between monastic individuals. In the Rules of Confraternity, the bishops have agreed among themselves that they will conduct certain memorial practices if one among them dies. They also request additional forms of prayer from the monastic communities to which they belong. The agreement is therefore specifically aimed at those communities. By requesting the intercessions of the abbots, abbesses, brothers, and sisters of each monastery, the bishops create a system of reciprocity between the individual monasteries that incorporates each member into it. In particular, the second section of the Sherborne Rules (not present in the New Minster version) advises each of the abbots to encourage remembrance among the brothers and sisters of the monastery.
Although two bishops could have safely and easily represented their relationship as one of friendship, the same could not have been said for two monasteries as discrete institutions. Prior to the establishment of the New Minster Rules of Confraternity, for instance, the New Minster Liber Vitae found in London, British Library, Stowe 944 included the names of nearly every bishop in England as well as many kings, abbots, and entire monastic communities. 50 But, around the year 1020, the focus of the Liber Vitae shifts away from universal, generic solidarity, and as David Knowles notes, "bishops, abbots and monks of other houses disappear [from the Liber], and the list becomes one of those friends and benefactors who had private relationships of affection with the New Minster." 51 This change almost exactly coincides with the creation of the Rules of Confraternity, indicating that a new form of reciprocal prayer and intermonastic ties was underway. Specifically, with the establishment of the Rules of Confraternity, the relationship between New Minster and Sherborne, for example, takes on a more personal, yet -because fewer lists were created -a less traceable form of reciprocal mourning.
Instead of focusing on the death of a particular bishop, the Rules of Confraternity initially seeks to strengthen the community. As the text moves forward, however, acts of personal remembrance leak through. The prime example of this leak appears between the sixth and seventh manuscript lines of the Sherborn Rules, where the second scribe squeezes in the phrase "butan he furþor wylle" [unless he wishes (to sing) more]. This interlinear insertion stands in contrast to the otherwise highly specific procedures for mourning set out in the first part of the text (the singing of fifteen psalms, giving of three masses for the soul, performing of thirty vespers, thirty matins, and thereto sixty masses or so many psalms), which mimic the prescriptions found in the Regularis Concordia (chap. 12). The second scribe's textual addition thus shifts the agency of mourning away from the "geraednesse," the communal order, and toward the particular monk or bishop who is remembering the dead with however many more prayers he wishes to sing. These specific intercessional procedures are further set off by the overall vagueness and peculiarity of the Rules of Confraternity, which, for instance, does not mention the names of the participating monasteries. This vagueness especially reveals itself when comparing the Rules to a similar, though later agreement in the Bath Chartulary, which contains seven lines listing the participating abbots and three paragraphs of witnesses. 52 Despite this difference, the Bath agreement contains two formulae also found in the Rules of Confraternity: "for gode 7 for worulde" and "cor unum et anima una." The first formula, "for gode 7 for worulde," appears throughout the Old English corpus, but is predominantly Wulfstanian (d. 1023). 53 In fact, the phrase shows up numerous times in Wulfstan's De episcopis, the Injunctions on the Behavior of Bishops, each injunction of which begins with the phrase "bisceopum gebyreð" [it befits bishops], which the Rules of Confraternity echoes in its use of a similar phrase: "swa hym to gebyreð" [as it befits them]. 54 The second injunction in De episcopis reads, "Besceopum is micel þearf for Gode 7 for worulde þaet hi rihtlice anraede weorðan 7 ealle an lufian" [There is great need for bishops, in the presence of God and in respect to the world, to be of one mind and all love as one], 55 and directly or indirectly foretokens the shortened "an lufian for gode 7 for worulde" that we also find in the Rules of Confraternity. The similari-ties between De episcopis and the Rules of Confraternity suggest that this set of Wulfstan's injunctions -together, more abstractly, with the Benedictine Rule and the Regularis Concordia -is precisely the "geraednessa sum" [one of the agreements] to which the Rules of Confraternity refers in its opening lines. In other words, the Rules of Confraternity does not simply establish new guidelines, but rather it reads and rewrites prior texts.
The second formula, "cor unum et anima una," also occurs in the Injunctions on the Behavior of Bishops; but, of course, it originally comes from the section of Acts, in which Peter and John are imprisoned for proclaiming Christ's resurrection. 56 Once released, they return to their people, who "unianimiter" [with one anima] ask God why they are plotted against. Filled with the Holy Spirit, all of those who believe become one heart and soul and renounce all personal property for the sake of the community. This scene, as in the Benedictine Rule and Cassian's Conferences, is continually used to unify the monastery and disallow the individual possession of body, will, and, by extension, friendship -all of which must be held in common. 57 In order to compensate for this communal unity and grant each brother and sister the potential for an individual relationship with God, the Rules of Confraternity creates the illusion of a singular ("synderlic") self. After establishing the unity of "cor unum et anima una," both versions of the Rules dictate two specific tasks for the individual priest or bishop: þaet hy beon swa hym to gebyreð: cor unum et anima una. 7 hy geraeddon þaet aet aefre aelcere maessan, þe heora aenig sylf gemaessige, gemune mid þrim collectum synderlice hys gehadan. 7 begyte heora aeghwylc þaet man aefre aeghwylcere wucan for ealle geferan ane sundermaessan synderlice gesingeð. (Sherborne version) [that they are to be, as befits them, one heart and one soul. And they have agreed that at each and every mass, whoever happens to perform it should himself, with three collects, singularly remember his brother(s). And each of them should arrange that one man sing alone one separate mass each and every week for all fellow clerics.]
The phrase "aenig sylf gemaessige" acknowledges the possibility of a "sylf" that reflexively performs the mass and must remember each of his dead brothers or bishops singularly and specifically for himself, but it also requires a solitary and replaceable individual (whoever happens to be performing the mass). This solitude reaches its height at the end of this passage with the many words used to describe the act: "ane" [one], "sundermaessan" [separate mass], "synderlice" [singularly or separately]. 58 As the mass slips into a personal, sylf-inflected expression of mourning, this passage (written by the first Sherborne scribe) quickly returns it to a communal event, "for ealle geferan" [for all fellow clerics or companions]. The use of "synderlice" thus remains unclear. Either each living brother must individually remember the collective dead, or the collectivity of living brothers -through the corporate celebration of the liturgy -must remember each of the dead singularly. The boundary between the living-remembering and the dead-remembered coalesces. And by realizing the possibility of death as the possibility of mourning those who are still living, a degree of singularity actualizes in the subject; it flickers in the mourning monk. Here the work of Jacques Derrida provides an interesting and, I think, important perspective. In The Gift of Death, Derrida reflects on the Heideggerian notion that death is "that which nobody else can undergo or confront in my place" and as that which establishes an individual's singularity and irreplaceability. 59 In calling for the ambiguously "synderlic" [singular] act, the Rules of Confraternity insinuates this singularity of death and one of the few moments in a monk's life (though he is no longer living) when he is remembered individually. Whether death was considered something that one could singularly possess is called into question by Benedict's chapter 33, which again prohibits monks from possessing (thus giving or taking) any object, including their own bodies and wills. Death would fall under this category, except for the fact that, as Derrida points out, death can never be given or taken and thus exclusively belongs to death's subject. 60 As such, the death of one brother, if not contextualized within the community, threatens to conjure up feelings of friendship that might have existed between that particular dead brother and a particular living brother or between two living brothers reminded of their own inevitable separation. Perhaps in response to this threat, the Rules of Confraternity initially mandates that the brothers return to a state of being "anraede" [resolute, of one mind] in order to equalize the feeling of loss among all of the brothers.
Death is neither new, nor unfamiliar; so too is the monastic engagement with death in the form of organized prayers and intercessions. But why, in the early eleventh century, does it become central to this reformulation of monastic codes and monastic communities? 61 The death of one brother or bishop signals at once a realization of each living brother's singularity as being-toward-death and a realization of the possibility for friendship as a bond that requires ipseity -an "I" who can befriend a "you" and an "I" who will mourn the loss of the first of "us" to die. 62 In erasing ipseity and alterity among the brothers, as (un)animous neighbors or mere figures of the friend, Anglo-Saxon monasticism simultaneously erased a departure point for friendship. However, the act of one brother mourning the death of another brother "sinderlice" poses a hiatus within the closed "anraednesse" of the community and sets the stage for confraternity to be rewritten and read as a bond of friendship. Precisely, according to Derrida, the bond of friendship already circulates in and anticipates the tears of mourning: L'appréhension angoissée du deuil (sans laquelle l'acte d'amitié ne surgirait pas, dans son énergie même) s'insinue a priori, elle s'anticipe, elle hante, elle endeuille l'ami avant le deuil. Et elle pleure avant la déploration, elle pleure la mort avant la mort, et c'es la respiration même de l'amitié, l'extrême de sa possibilité.
[The anguished apprehension of mourning (without which the act of friendship would not spring forth in its very energy) insinuates itself a priori and anticipates itself; it haunts, it plunges the friend before mourning, into mourning. It weeps before lamenting; it weeps death before death; and this is the very respiration of friendship, the extreme of its possibility.] 63 For Derrida, within friendship always moves the inevitability of death and thus the anticipation of mourning the friend even before a friendship can be called "friendship," for there is no friend without the possibility of losing the friend. As unsettling as this might seem, the perpetual plunging into mourning ("endeuille"), before mourning ("avant le deuil") -with the word's odd etymology of deceit and dualism (from Old French duel and Latin dolus) -flows in the very breath of two (duel ) friends. Alcuin's famous poem that begins with the line, "Dulcis amor lacrimis absentem plangit amicum" [With tears, sweet love laments the absent friend], speaks to precisely this sweet ("dulcis"), yet haunting and "endeuillant" relationship between friendship and the loss of the friend, which hinges on the diluvial "plangit" of Alcuin and "pleure" of Derrida. 64 This notion of mournful friendship is stated much more gnomically when Alcuin cries in another poem, "Omnia tristifico mutantur gaudia luctu, / Nil est perpetuum, cuncta perire queunt" [All the joys (of friendship), I am sad to say, change to mourning, nothing is everlasting, they are able to die together], only to explain that as a friendship extends into heaven, it does not face the same devastating form of separation it must endure on earth. 65 This is where Derrida brings out the complexities of Alcuin's conception of friendship. For Derrida, the possibility of friendship lies in precisely this constant possibility of mourning the death of the friend (even before the friend has died), and he illustrates this idea of friendship-sans-friend by evoking and playing with a reference to Nietzsche's allusion to Montaigne's allusion to a perplexing, yet incisive proclamation rumored to have been spoken by Aristotle: "O friends, there is no friend." 66 In the Sherborne Rules of Confraternity, friendship only enters deliberate consideration at the very bottom of the page, in the liturgical incipits. In the culture of a late Anglo-Saxon monastery, which permits and inscribes only official and formal friendships -a culture that is hostile to the very idea of a personal friendship -from only the most extreme recognition of the friend, that is to say only in relation to the death of the friend, can the possibility of friendship even begin to emerge. The impossibility of friendship thus becomes its only trace.
A mass for living friendship
Recording the Rules of Confraternity in his authoritative Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon, Neil Ker notes that the Sherborne Rules is "followed immediately and in the same hand by the incipits, in Latin, of parts of the Missa pro defunctis, in seven lines." 67 Ker likely came to this conclusion for three reasons: death is central to the confraternity, two items in the surrounding quire concern death, and the incipit for the Postcommunio is "divina libantes," which is often found in Missae pro defunctis. 68 One could easily imagine a Missa pro defunctis fitting in here nicely and appropriately. However, the grouping of incipits below the Sherborne Rules is not from a mass for the dead. Instead, the incipits comprise a mass to be said specifically for living friends.
Compiled from various sources, these incipits serve at once as a dedication of the confraternity and as a mass for the friends that have survived. 69 We find a reference to a similar mass in the Exeter guild statutes, which dictate that at each of the three annual meetings of the guild "se maessepreost a singe twa maessan. oþre for þa lyfigendan frynd. oþere for þa forðgefarenan" [the mass-priest should always sing two masses, one for the living friends and the other for the departed]. 70 The Exeter statutes do not provide enough information for us to determine whether this is the same mass for living friends that we find at the end of the Sherborne Rules of Confraternity. However, the specific parts of the mass as outlined by the Sherborne incipits will begin to show how the mass functioned and what purpose it served. Generally, incipits such as these shape a mass by recording the first words or the opening phrase of each proper part of the liturgy, that is, the prayers that change depending on the occasion. Since there is no extant rubric that mimics this exact grouping of incipits, we cannot align it directly with a preexisting mass. Instead, we must look to masses in other liturgical books, piecing together their use of similar incipits. 71 Let us begin with the Praefatio, the prayer said while one crosses oneself and, significantly, the prayer that often indicates the primary purpose of the mass. This particular Praefatio found in the Sherborne incipits only occurs in four known medieval masses: Missa pro eleemosynariis [ While the first three are each only attested once, the last mass, the Missa votiva pro amico, shows up in more than twenty medieval sources. 72 One of the sources most likely to have influenced the Rules of Confraternity and the production of the incipits is the liturgical work of Alcuin, who authored the letters that are paraphrased beginning on the second folio of the Sherborne Pontifical. 73 As one of very few Anglo-Saxon figures to have explored the topic of friendship and written numerous poems and letters mourning the loss of friends, Alcuin envisioned an idea of spiritual friendship authorized and protected by God, but sometimes existing beyond the universality of Christian love. 74 As explained above, however, there is a consistent, almost anachronistic vestige of the Derridian "O friends, there is no friend" already resting in Alcuin's writings on friendship, or perhaps Alcuin's vestige is alive in Derrida. Either way, applying Alcuin's prayers for God's protection of the confraternity inserts the confraternity into this realm of friendship without a friend, as exemplified by the Praefatio of Alcuin's Missa pro amico vivente:
Implorantes tuae maiestatis misericordiam, ut famulo tuo ill [o] ueniam suorum largiri digneris peccatorum, ut ab omnibus inimici uinculis liberatus, tuis toto corde inhereat mandatis, et te solum semper tota uirtute diligat, et ad tuae quandoque beatitudinis uisionem peruenire mereatur.
[Beseeching your majesty's mercy, that you may deign to grant your servant forgiveness of his sins, so that, having been freed from all of the devil's chains, he may adhere to all of your commands with his whole heart and he may always love you alone with all his strength and deserve to come to the vision of your blessedness at some point.] 75 Here, the "we" of the community prays for the forgiveness of one friend's sins so that the friend can give his entire heart -echoing the biblical "toto corde" -to obeying God's commands as an act of loving God. 76 This relationship between the friend and God is modeled on the theological argument advanced in Augustine's De Doctrina Christiana, that an individual's love (caritas) for others must ultimately be carried out as an expression of love toward God. In this Praefatio, God's grace serves another purpose as well. It frees the friend from "omnibus inimici uinculis" [all of the chains of the devil], the temptations of the body, which, according to Basil and Cassian, are the reason to avoid personal friendships in the first place; for one often cannot descry the difference between a true friend and an enemy -or the devil -disguised as a friend.
Another distinguishing incipit is the Super oblata, the prayer said in a low voice by the priest while the choir sings the Offertorium. This particular Super oblata is adopted from a slightly different one of Alcuin's masses, the Missa pro amicis uiuentibus [Mass for living friends], and it emphasizes a bond between the two communities of friends. 77 Both the Praefatio and the Super oblata are said for the protection of the friend against the enemy and for the friend's relationship with God, not necessarily for the protection of the friendship. On the one hand, the prayers privilege the relationship with God over the relationship between friends. On the other hand, the Praefatio is still a prayer for the sake of a particular friend. The priority in both cases is not placed on the characterization of the friendship per se but on the protection of a friend, specifically as the friend proceeds steadily toward his death, which will happen "quandoque," at some inevitable point.
The fact that the trace of friendship in the Sherborne Rules of Confraternity takes place in the liturgical event at the bottom of the parchment highlights an important aspect of the liturgy as a performative exercise, an exercise in which meaning can be created by the organization and, ultimately, by the chanting of the prayers. 78 The indeterminacy and the powerfully creative possibility that lie in these incipits are precisely what allow them to announce a conception of friendship that is, in many respects, inconceivable. These incipits are easily confused for a Missa pro defunctis by modern scholars and by Anglo-Saxon monks alike, who, particularly having encountered the Regularis Concordia, might assume that a death ought naturally to be followed by a Mass for the Dead. This anomaly forces us to consider why such a liturgical move to include a mass for living friends would have been made in the first place. Why place a mass for living friends where one would expect the opposite? Perhaps, the two are not entirely different. Perhaps, the adoption of Alcuin's prayers here iterates the inherent and troubling tie between death and friendship -"O friends, there is no friend." Furthermore, deriving the prayers from two different, even contradictory masses over friendship -one for friends (plural) and one for a friend (singular) -reveals a degree of indecision and discomfort with the task of interrogating the monastic tradition while still relying on a foundation of plural unity and singular isolation. Do we all seek friends together? Or, do we each seek a friend individually? More potently, within a monastic community, can prayer be moved for one particular friend above others? Indeed, here lies the crux imposed by the second Sherborne scribe, who, by appending this mass for living friend(s) and by squeezing phrases such as "buton he furþor wylle" into the syntax of the Rules, necessarily permutes these two conceptions of friendship, blending the singular and the plural into something unsettlingly new. "Unless he wishes to sing more," in all its compressed glory, gives the individual friend the volition to remember, to mourn, and even to anticipate the loss of his friend to the degree which he sees fit. If death is the event, a la Derrida, in which the monk can be remembered individually, then, with the addition of this phrase "buton he furþor wylle" by the second Sherborne scribe, the act of mourning becomes a simultaneous moment of singularity in which the dead monk receives a friend's mourning, and the living monk takes up the infinitely irreplaceable task of mourning a friend. The Sherborne Rules can function in this manner despite being engulfed by the restrictive, universal modes of monastic friendship in which all monks must love one another equally. The Rules can do so precisely because it employs the symbolic rhetoric of oneness and unity, "cor unum et anima una," in order to achieve something remarkably different, in order to open a space in that world to remember a lost friend or, more urgently, a living friend who has not yet been lost, but who by virtue of being a friend will always at some point be lost.
It has often been proposed that the twelfth century "brought an age of friendship." 79 A number of writers belonging to this period happened also to begin refraining from using the biblical allusion of "cor unum et anima una" to describe unanimous, universal communities, and instead began using it to describe personal bonds of friendships. The Rules of Confraternity falls into place between (as impetus for and product of) these two worlds in which the notion of community is changing, but not yet changed. That said, I would like to resist the idea that friendship followed such a linear path of growth into its "golden age." Ultimately, the love between friends is a deeply human phenomenon that always takes place (as we have seen with Alcuin, for example), regardless of its particular setting. What changes, however, are the terms and characterizations of friendship as a concept. We might therefore propose that a shift of characterization, a shift of writing occurs right around the time the Sherborne and New Minster versions of the Rules of Confraternity are established. This shift can be seen especially, if only subtly in the work of the second Sherborne scribe.
The most pertinent example of this transition can be found in the writings of Goscelin of Saint-Bertin, a monk who, from the years 1058 to 1078, acted as an assistant to Hermann (Sherborne's last bishop). 80 In his most well known work -the Liber confortatorius, a lengthy letter to his pupil, the anchoress Eva of Wilton -Goscelin explores their past and current friendship in light of their separation. 81 While there is good reason to question Eva's participation and role in this "friendship," it is clear that Goscelin sees, or at least wishes to see, a certain personal depth to their relationship, composed of two particular individuals united in their love for God. 82 Constantly describing the harmony of their one soul, Goscelin brings us back to the moment in which the Christian community becomes "cor unum et anima una." But when he references this exact scene, he alters the biblical text, writing that friendship causes the apostles to "merge into one heart and soul, having been divided through the whole earth." Goscelin's phrase, "in cor unum et animam conflati per universum orbem sunt divisi," is a vulgar appropriation of the Vulgate: "multitudinis autem erat cor et anima una." Most significantly, Goscelin erases the "multitudinis." 83 For Goscelin, the phrase "cor unum et anima una" begins as a representation of the whole Christian community, then of the individual apostles, and finally of his personal relationship with Eva. In the Sherborne community, "cor unum et anima una" thus comes to represent individual, nonfraternal bonds of friendship, bonds based on an idea of friendship not restricted to mature men, shortly after the Rules of Confraternity was inserted and emended in the back of the Sherborne Pontifical.
Just as the memory of the lost Eva guides Goscelin's account of their friendship, the anticipation of losing a brother guides the confraternity. The text of the Sherborne Rules breaks from the traditional coenobitic and eremitic monastic values. This break is eschatological. It is a break like the death of a friend; it is a break that textually occurs "aet godes dome" [at God's judgment], when the second Sherborne scribe takes over the work of the first. Although the bond of friendship between two monasteries certainly does not equate to a bond of friendship between two people, treating the two monasteries as two friends while simultaneously remembering and anticipating the loss of (a) monastic companion(s) ruptures the tight communal synthesis within each monastery. This rupture occurs precisely when one monastery defends the other monastery with prayers and intercessions for the dying brother as he comes under God's judgment. Just as the mass that follows the Sherborne Rules of Confraternity could be used to authorize and protect the confraternity as an institutional bond of friendship between monasteries, so too could it be used for the protection of an individual friend. By creating this specific, yet open-ended institutional bond of friendship that points to a more personal experience between friends and the mourning that presupposes any friendship, the Sherborne Rules moves beyond the limited scope of the "congeneric double" of fraternity and toward a model of friendship that does not call itself "friendship." 84 
